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Background: The development of attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) and autism spectrum disorders (ASDs) has various 
influences on physical abilities. Identification of specific physical abilities of people with ADHD/ASDs as biomarkers for diagnosing 
these conditions is necessary. Therefore, in the present review, we aimed firstly to extract the difference in physical abilities of people 
with ADHD or ASDs compared to those of normal individuals. Secondly, we aimed to extract the specific physical ability 
characteristics for identifying potential diagnostic biomarkers in people with ADHD/ASDs.
Methods: A systematic literature review was performed. The databases were searched for relevant articles on motor function deficits 
and characteristics of ADHD or ASD.
Results: Forty-one cross-sectional studies and three randomized controlled trials were identified, comprising 33 studies of ADHD, 10 
studies of ASDs, and 1 study of both ADHD and ASDs. The quality of studies varied. Three types of physical activities/exercises were 
identified, including coordinated movement, resistance-type sports, and aerobic-type sports. People with ADHD/ASDs generally 
exhibited poorer physical abilities for all types of activities, possibly because of low levels of physical activity. Specifically, we found 
temporal discoordination of movement in ADHD and integration or synchronization of separate movements in ASDs.
Conclusion: Specific deficits in physical ability may be attributed to ADHD/ASDs. However, there is not enough research on the 
physical abilities of people with ADHD and ASDs to clarify the specific deficits. Investigation of specific motor functions that 
characterize ADHD/ASDs should be facilitated.
Keywords: motor function, neurodevelopmental disorders, sports, coordination, neural deficits

Introduction
Neurodevelopmental disorders, such as attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) and autism spectrum disorders 
(ASDs), are characterized by deficits in social communication and behavior that become increasingly apparent from 
childhood.1 ADHD and ASDs are the most frequent neurodevelopmental disorders that adversely affect people’s lives.2–4 

ADHD is defined by contextual difficulties related to inattention, hyperactivity, and impulsivity.5 ADHD is a risk factor 
for adverse outcomes in later life, including poor educational attainment, social difficulties, substance misuse, and 
criminality.6,7 ASDs are a group of developmental disorders characterized by contextual difficulties in social commu-
nication and restricted repetitive sensory behaviors or interests.2 ADHD and ASDs can be huge obstacles to overcome. 
Owing to these characteristics, problems in social life, such as being subjected to bullying, have been observed in people 
with ADHD and ASDs since childhood.8
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Attention should be paid to the physical abilities of people with these conditions, since the development of ADHD 
and ASDs has various influences on physical abilities. People with ADHD and ASDs might have biases in physical 
abilities in addition to cognitive and behavioral biases. Since ADHD/ASDs often occur with physical performance 
disorders, developmental coordination disorder (DCD) was recognized. Notably, former studies reported that a certain 
percentage of ADHD and ASDs are comorbid with such disorders.9–11 Physical abilities are frequently affected in 
children and adolescents suffering from psychiatric conditions.12,13 Many clinicians have reported that co-occurring 
deficits in physical abilities are very common in individuals with ADHD14,15 and ASDs.15–17 Some studies which 
included people with ADHD and ASDs have shown that poor motor skills were more frequent in people with poor 
cognitive skills.18–20 Abnormalities in the nervous system that have been reported2,12,13 in individuals with ADHD/ASDs 
might also affect their physical abilities. Particularly, structural and functional alteration of the cerebellum have been 
reported in people with ADHD and ASDs.21–23 Although the cerebellar deficits could explain part of motor dysfunctions 
in ADHD and ASDs, many dysfunctions remain unexplained. Further, a child’s development depends upon the 
continuous interaction of different functional areas related to motor, psychological, cognitive, linguistic, and social 
aspects. Therefore, physical activity plays an essential role in the normal development of these functional areas in 
children. Moreover, the experience of varied motor activities in childhood is essential to strengthen the foundations for 
other developmental domains.24 Motor impairments may limit the social opportunities for children with ADHD/ASDs 
and result in academic difficulties.15,25,26 Poor motor ability adversely impacts psychosocial and emotional 
functioning.26–31 These deep bidirectional relationships suggest that specific physical ability characteristics are associated 
with these conditions.

The diagnosis of neurodevelopmental disorders is predominantly based on symptoms, and the neural mechanisms 
underlying these disorders remain unclear. To date, effective biomarkers and specific tests for diagnosing these disorders 
are lacking. Although current symptom-based diagnostic criteria are reliable, developing clear and specific diagnostic 
methods is critical to facilitate accurate diagnosis and elucidate disease mechanisms. ADHD and ASDs are underscored 
by specific cognitive symptoms; hence, they may also be associated with specific motor functional characteristics with 
specific deficits associated with disease development and may therefore function as useful biomarkers or facilitate the 
development of accurate diagnostic tests. However, studies examining the specific motor functional characteristics in 
developmental disorders are scarce.

To the best of our knowledge, there is no systematic review identifying the specific physical abilities of people with 
ADHD or ASD as biomarkers for diagnosing these conditions. Further, the possibility that this research could lead to 
specific biomarkers or tests compelled us to perform a systematic review of motor functions in ADHD and ASDs. First, 
we systematically reviewed the physical abilities of people with ADHD or ASD compared to those of normal individuals. 
Subsequently, we attempted to find articles that examined the specific physical abilities of people with ADHD or ASD as 
candidates for diagnostic biomarkers.

Methods
Selection Procedures
This systematic review was conducted according to the preferred reporting items for systematic review and meta-analysis 
(PRISMA) guidelines32,(Supplementary Table 1). To account for features specific to observational studies, we also 
followed the meta-analyses of observational studies in epidemiology (MOOSE) guidelines33 (see Supplementary 
Table 2). We conducted the quality in prognosis studies (QUIPS) analysis to evaluate the risk of bias in the included 
studies.34 For QUIPS, two authors (S.T. and S.O.) independently evaluated the studies. Discrepancies between the 
authors were resolved through discussion until a consensus was reached. This systematic review was conducted in 
accordance with the international prospective register of systematic reviews (PROSPERO) guidelines. A protocol was 
developed and registered at the PROSPERO (registration number: CRD42020172568; https://www.crd.york.ac.uk/pros 
pero/display_record.php?RecordID=172568).
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Search Strategies
Literature searches were conducted on 1 December 2020 using Medline and PubMed, covering the period from 1 January 1970 to 
31 December 2019. The search strategy was based on a combination of keywords and medical subject headings (MeSH) terms and 
included the following: [(“attention deficit hyperactivity disorder”[TIAB] OR “ADHD”[TIAB] OR “attention deficit 
disorder”[TIAB] OR “ADD”[TIAB] OR “attention deficit disorder with hyperactivity”[Mesh]) AND (“sports”[TIAB] OR 
“physical performance”[TIAB] OR “regulation of movement”[TIAB] OR “motor function”[TIAB] OR “Musculoskeletal 
Physiological Phenomena”[Mesh] OR “Sports”[Mesh] OR “motor skills”[TIAB])] for ADHD and [(“autism spectrum 
disorder”[TIAB] OR “ASD”[TIAB] OR “Asperger Syndrome”[TIAB] OR “Autistic Disorder”[TIAB] OR “Child development 
disorder, Pervasive”[Mesh]) AND (“sports”[TIAB] OR “physical performance”[TIAB] OR “regulation of movement”[TIAB] 
OR “motor function”[TIAB] OR “Musculoskeletal Physiological Phenomena”[Mesh] OR “Sports”[Mesh] OR “motor 
skills”[TIAB])] for ASD (see Supplemental Methods). The search was restricted to English articles and human studies. 
Additional studies were identified by cross-referencing the included studies and previous reviews.

Selection Criteria
Studies that met all the following criteria were included: a) available in English; b) included inpatients or outpatients with 
a Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM) or International Classification of Diseases (ICD) 
diagnosis of ADHD, ASD, or related developmental disorder. Any version of DSM and ICD was acceptable; c) an 
observational study (cohort studies, case-control studies, and cross-sectional studies) or a clinical trial reporting 
a baseline measurement; and d) reported ability to perform physical exercise or sports. Studies that met any of the 
following criteria were excluded: a) meta-analyses, reviews, case reports, and posters; b) reported populations with other 
diagnoses; and c) articles with overlapping datasets (only the more relevant article was retained). The reasons for 
exclusion were reported. Two groups of authors (group A: S.T., H.H., and T.Y. and group B: S.O., M.N., and A.M.) 
independently applied the inclusion criteria to the identified studies. Discrepancies between the groups were resolved 
through discussion until consensus was reached.

Data Extraction
To achieve a high standard of reporting and to assess study comparability, we performed a full-text review with a detailed 
analysis of each included study. Two groups independently performed data extraction. Discrepancies between the two 
groups were resolved using a joint full-text analysis conducted by another author (H.T.). For the outcomes, physical 
performance data were extracted.

Results
Literature Search
Following a careful assessment of the identified publications in accordance with our inclusion and exclusion criteria, 34 
studies were included in the analyses for ADHD (Figure 1) and 11 studies were included in the analyses for ASDs 
(Figure 1). In total, 41 cross-sectional studies and 3 randomized controlled trials (RCTs) were included in the analyses— 
33 for ADHD, 10 for ASDs, and 1 for both ADHD and ASDs, since the study by Classen et al35 included both ADHD 
and ASD (Table 1).

The quality of studies (assessed using the QUIPS tool) was considered to vary from a low to high risk of bias. The 
high risk of bias was predominantly due to the lack of consideration of confounding factors (Supplementary Table 3). 
Since a wide range of methodologies was adopted to assess physical abilities, we performed a qualitative evaluation 
without meta-analysis. Analysis of the types of physical activities/exercises revealed three different types: coordinated 
movements, resistance-type sports, and aerobic-type sports. We defined these three types according to previous 
reports.36,37 Resistance-type sports were defined as physical activities that required maximum muscle power. Aerobic- 
type sports were defined as physical activities that elevated the cardiorespiratory response without maximum muscle 
power. Coordinated movements were defined as movements that involved technique, skill, balance, or timing.
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Coordinated Movements
Studies investigating coordinated movements in people with ADHD/ASDs comprised studies on driving skills, hand-
writing, physical and neurological examination for soft signs (PANESS), and other coordinated movements. The studied 
movements varied widely and were included in many studies.

Driving Skills
Four simulated driving studies comparing driving skills between people with ADHD and typically developed individuals 
(TDs) were identified,35,38–40 but their results varied. Classen et al, Weafer et al, and Narad et al reported that people with 
ADHD exhibited impaired driving performance compared with TDs in a driving simulator.35,39,40 However, a large 
cohort study by Barkley et al did not observe any significant difference between people with ADHD and TDs.38 These 
studies predominantly evaluated driving techniques and reported general driving skill deficits but did not identify any 
disease-specific features. Three simulated driving studies comparing driving skills between individuals with ASDs and 
TDs were identified.35,41,42 One study reported significantly unstable driving skills in people with ASDs, including 
steering misses and speed variability, which contributed to collisions.41

Handwriting
The literature search identified two studies that evaluated handwriting impairments in people with ADHD and two in people 
with ASDs.43–45 Rosenblum et al found that individuals with ADHD had poorer handwriting performance compared to 
TDs.46 However, Tucha and Lange investigated handwriting fluency associated with attentional control but did not identify 
any evidence of handwriting deficits in the ADHD group.47 Imhof showed that the handwriting performance of individuals 
with ADHD was better on improved on colored paper than TDs.48 Li-Tsang et al assessed the handwriting process and 
readability in both Chinese and English. They found that individuals with ADHD had higher pen pressure, larger pen 
pressure variations, and lower readability than TDs.49 Schoemaker et al assessed the graphic task of copying figures of 
increasing complexity with increasing accuracy on a digitizer. They found that individuals with ADHD performed worse 
than TDs when accuracy demands increased.50 One case-control study compared children with ASDs with TDs,44 and 
another compared adolescents with ASDs with TDs.45 In both studies, the total score and subcategory scores in the 
Minnesota Handwriting Assessment were significantly lower in the ASD group than in the control group.44,45

Figure 1 Preferred reporting items for systematic review and meta-analysis flow diagram for study inclusion and exclusion. 
Abbreviations: ADHD, attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder; ASD, autism spectrum disorder.
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Table 1 Characteristics of Studies on the Physical Abilities of People with Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD)/Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASDs) That Met the 
Inclusion Criteria

Source Study 
Design

Participants 
(n)

Methods Outcome Measures Outcome Type of 
Physical 
Activity/ 
Exercise

Risk of 
Bias 

(QUIPS)

ADHD

Gilbert et al53 Cross- 

sectional

ADHD (52): 

TDs (52)

PANESS PANESS total, subtests People with ADHD had lower PANESS total, 

PANESS gait and station scores, and poorer 

timed task performance compared with TDs

Coordinated 

movements

Moderate

Dickstein 

et al52

Cross- 

sectional

ADHD (17): 

TDs (20)

PANESS PANESS timed tasks People with ADHD had poorer PANESS 

timed task performance compared with TDs

Coordinated 

movements

High

Mahone et al51 Cross- 
sectional

ADHD (52): 
TDs (60)

PANESS PANESS total Only z-scores were reported Coordinated 
movements

Low

Mostofsky 

et al56

Cross- 

sectional

ADHD (11): 

TDs (11)

PANESS PANESS total People with ADHD had lower PANESS total 

score compared with TDs

Coordinated 

movements

High

O’Brien et al57 Cross- 

sectional

ADHD (56): 

TDs (90)

PANESS PANESS total People with ADHD had lower PANESS total 

score and overflow compared with TDs

Coordinated 

movements

Moderate

Klotz et al55 Cross- 

sectional

ADHD (19): 

TDs (16)

PANESS PANESS total, timed task People with ADHD had lower PANESS total 

score compared with TDs

Coordinated 

movements

Moderate

Gilbert et al54 Cross- 
sectional

ADHD (61): 
TDs (57)

PANESS PANESS total, subtests People with ADHD had lower PANESS total 
score and overflow and poorer performance 

on gait and timed tasks than TDs

Coordinated 
movements

Low

Pan et al58 Cross- 
sectional

ADHD (24): 
TDs (24)

BOT-2 BOT-2 subtests, 
isometric push-up, curl-up

People with ADHD had poorer performance 
in BOT-2 compared with TDs; no difference 

was observed in resistance work between 

people with ADHD and TDs

Coordinated 
movements, 

resistance

Moderate

Narad et al40 Cross- 

sectional

ADHD (28): 

TDs (33)

Driving simulator Reaction time, mean speed, SD of speed, 

SD of lateral position

People with ADHD had faster mean speed 

and higher SD of both speed and lateral 

position than TDs

Coordinated 

movements

Moderate

Classen et al35 Cross- 

sectional

ADHD (9): 

TDs (22)

Driving simulator, gait 

analysis

Motor performance, BOT-2 standard score, 

one-legged stationary hop, gait speed, and 

average stride time

People with ADHD had poorer visual function 

and visual–motor integration compared with 

TDs. Stride time variability was greater in 
people with ADHD than in TDs

Coordinated 

movements

Low

Barkley et al38 Cross- 

sectional

ADHD (105): 

TDs (64)

Driving simulator, 

cognitive task

Rapid decision-making test subscales, 

driving simulator subscales

No significant difference was observed 

between people with ADHD and TDs

Coordinated 

movements

Low
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Table 1 (Continued). 

Source Study 
Design

Participants 
(n)

Methods Outcome Measures Outcome Type of 
Physical 
Activity/ 
Exercise

Risk of 
Bias 

(QUIPS)

Weafer et al39 Cross- 
sectional

ADHD (15): 
TDs (24)

Driving simulator Deviation of lane position, steering rate, 
driving speed variation

People with ADHD exhibited decrements in 
lane position, steering rate, and driving speed 

variation compared with TDs

Coordinated 
movements

High

Leitner et al59 Cross- 
sectional

ADHD (16): 
TDs (18)

Gait analysis Gait ability under usual walking and dual 
tasking conditions

People with ADHD had increased stride-to- 
stride variability during single task and 

reduced stride time variability during dual task 

walking compared with TDs

Coordinated 
movements

Moderate

Aase and 

Sagvolden69

Cross- 

sectional

ADHD (28): 

TDs (28)

Fine motor coordination 

analysis

The grooved pegboard test, maze 

coordination test, and finger-tapping test

No significant difference was observed 

between people with ADHD and TDs

Coordinated 

movements

Moderate

Vickers et al73 Cross- 
sectional

ADHD (8): 
TDs (7)

Gaze, arm, and head- 
tracking system when 

playing table tennis

The accuracy of gaze and motor behaviour 
after visual stimulation in table tennis

In the visual stimulation, people with ADHD 
exhibited a later onset of ball-tracking, less 

tracking time, and more frequent gazing on 

and off than TDs

Coordinated 
movements

Moderate

Rubia et al67 RCT ADHD (11): 

TDs (11)

Finger tapping Accuracy and rhythm of tapping People with ADHD were inconsistent in 

maintaining a tapping rhythm and 

synchronizing to stimuli compared with TDs

Coordinated 

movements

High

Slaats et al71 Cross- 

sectional

ADHD (25): 

TDs (48)

Motor fluency task and 

motor flexibility task

Tracking task and pursuit task of the 

Amsterdam Neuropsychological Task

People with ADHD had poorer performance 

in the motor fluency task but not in the 

motor flexibility task compared with TDs

Coordinated 

movements

Low

Tantillo et al80 Cross- 

sectional

ADHD (18): 

TDs (18)

Metabolic and 

cardiorespiratory 

measures during aerobic 
exercise (treadmill 

exercise)

Peak oxygen uptake, heart rate, and blood 

pressure

Peak oxygen uptake was lower in women with 

ADHD than in TD women

Aerobic Low

Tucha and 
Lange47

Cross- 
sectional

ADHD (20): 
TDs (20)

Handwriting fluency Mean number of inversions of the direction 
profile and velocity of writing specific 

letters

No significant difference was observed 
between people with ADHD and TDs

Coordinated 
movements

Moderate

Ben-Pazi et al63 Cross- 
sectional

ADHD (64): 
TDs (60)

Finger tapping Accuracy and rhythm of finger tapping People with ADHD had a more irregular 
rhythm compared with TDs

Coordinated 
movements

Low

Buderath 

et al60

RCT ADHD (10): 

TDs (11)

“Körperkoordinationstest 

für Kinder”, 
posturography, and 

a paced stepping task

Dynamic posturography, backward walking 

task, paced stepping test

People with ADHD exhibited mild balance 

problems and abnormalities in the backward 
walking task and minor abnormalities in the 

paced stepping test compared with TDs

Coordinated 

movements

Moderate
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Leitner et al64 Cross- 

sectional

ADHD (15): 

TDs (15)

Mindstreams 

(computerised cognitive 

tests designed to detect 
mild impairment)

Motor skills: mean time until first move for 

catch game and mean intertap interval and 

SD of intertap interval for the finger-tapping 
test.

People with ADHD showed non-significantly 

poorer motor skills performance relative to 

TDs

Coordinated 

movements

Moderate

Dyck and 

Piek65

Cross- 

sectional

ADHD (53): 

TDs (53)

McCarron Assessment of 

Neuromuscular 
Development

Fine motor skills (beads in a box, beads on 

a rod, nuts and bolts, finger tapping, rod on 
slide) and gross motor skills (finger/nose/ 

finger, hand strength, heel to toe walking, 

jumping, one foot)

In fine motor skills, there was no difference 

between TDs and people with ADHD. In 
gross motor skills, healthy subjects were 

significantly stronger than those with ADHD

Coordinated 

movements, 
resistance

Low

Rosenblum 

et al46

Cross- 

sectional

ADHD (12): 

TDs (12)

ComPET - Computerized 

Penmanship Evaluation 

Tool

Rhythm, timing, speed, and accuracy of 

handwriting task

Poorer performance of people with ADHD in 

comparison to TDs on most handwriting 

processes and product measures.

Coordinated 

movements

High

Kalff et al66 Cross- 

sectional

ADHD (30): 

TDs (126)

Computerized motor 

control tasks

Accuracy, required time People with ADHD were disproportionately 

more inaccurate and had a more unstable 

performance with their preferred hand than 
TDs

Coordinated 

movements

High

Colvin et al68 Cross- 

sectional

ADHD (19): 

TDs (20)

Prism adaptation task Accuracy of pointing with index finger 

under distorting condition

No significant difference between groups Coordinated 

movements

Moderate

Lavasani and 

Stagnitti62

Cross- 

sectional

ADHD (26): 

TDs (29)

Nine fine motor tasks Dynamic posturography, backward walking 

task, paced stepping test

People with ADHD were significantly poorer 

in eight fine motor tasks than TDs

Coordinated 

movements

Moderate

Rubia et al70 RCT ADHD (13): 
TD (11)

Four tasks such as free 
tapping, followed by 

synchronized tapping, 

anticipation, and time 
discrimination tasks

Measurement of times in four tasks, and 
errors in anticipation and time 

discrimination

Times of synchronized tapping, anticipation, 
and time discrimination tasks in people with 

ADHD were significantly longer than those in 

TDs. Errors in two tasks were significantly 
increased in people with ADHD compared 

with TDs.

Coordinated 
movements

Moderate

Harvey et al72 Cross- 
sectional

ADHD (22): 
TDs (22)

TGMD-2 Motor development quotient that is 
converted from the raw scores of the 

TGMD-2

People with ADHD were significantly below 
their peers in cutting, threading beads, finger 

movements, and the Purdue Pegboard

Coordinated 
movements

Moderate

White and 
Mulligan61

Cross- 
sectional

ADHD (12): 
TDs (21)

AMPS Measures of ADL process ability and ADL 
motor ability in AMPS and cortisol levels at 

three time points

The measures of ADL process ability and ADL 
motor ability in people with ADHD were 

significantly poorer than in TDs.

Coordinated 
movements

High

Imhof48 Cross 
sectional

ADHD (44): 
TDs (44):

Handwriting on colored 
paper and standard white 

paper

A system of descriptive categories to 
evaluate the quality of the handwriting

Handwriting performance of children with 
ADHD was improved on colored paper 

compared with TDs.

Coordinated 
movements

Low
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Table 1 (Continued). 

Source Study 
Design

Participants 
(n)

Methods Outcome Measures Outcome Type of 
Physical 
Activity/ 
Exercise

Risk of 
Bias 

(QUIPS)

Schoemaker 

et al50

Cross 

sectional

ADHD (16): 

TDs (16):

Graphic task of copying 

figures of increasing 

complexity under 
increasing accuracy levels 

on a digitizer

Movement trajectories of the pen during 

copying, analyzed by the computer program

Parameter setting in people with ADHD was 

deficient compared with that of TDs when 

accuracy demands increased.

Coordinated 

movements

Moderate

Li-Tsang et al49 Cross 
sectional

ADHD (32): 
TDs (32)

Handwriting process and 
readability in both Chinese 

and English

Fine manual control and manual 
coordination

People with ADHD had higher pen pressure, 
larger pen pressure variations, and lower 

readability than TDs

Coordinated 
movements

Moderate

ASDs

Borremans 
et al79

Cross- 
sectional

ASD (30): 
TDs (30)

Selected items of the 
Eurofit physical fitness test

Handgrip strength, sit-ups, single-leg 
balance, plate tapping, standing broad jump, 

5×10-m shuttle run

People with ASDs performed more poorly 
compared with TDs in all tests

Coordinated 
movements, 

resistance, 

aerobic

Moderate

Rosales et al78 Cross- 

sectional

ASD (3): TDs 

(3)

sEMG Duration and percentage of sEMG bursts Children with ASDs had longer muscle bursts 

before impact, whereas TDs had longer and 

more muscle activation at and after impact

Coordinated 

movements

High

Patrick et al41 Cross- 

sectional

ASD (50): 

TDs (50)

Driving simulator Speed, variability in speed, variability in lane 

position

People with ASDs demonstrated increased 

variability in speed and lane positioning 

compared with TDs

Coordinated 

movements

Low

Brooks et al42 Cross- 

sectional

ASD (10): 

TDs (31)

Driving simulator Interactive steering and pedal exercise to 

achieve error-free performance

People with ASDs required more time to 

achieve error-free performance than TDs

Coordinated 

movements

Moderate

Classen et al35 Cross- 
sectional

ASD (7): TDs 
(22)

Driving simulator, gait 
analysis

Motor performance, BOT-2 standard score, 
one-legged stationary hop, gait speed, and 

average stride time

People with ASDs demonstrated greater 
visual acuity, visual–motor integration, motor 

deficits and driving errors in type and number 

than TDs

Coordinated 
movements

Low

Fuentes et al44 Cross- 

sectional

ASD (14): 

TDs (14)

Handwriting, PANESS Legibility, form, alignment, size, and spacing 

using the Minnesota Handwriting 

Assessment, PANESS timed movement 
scores

People with ASDs demonstrated poorer 

overall performance, especially in the quality 

of forming letters. Higher PANESS scores 
represented poorer performance in 

handwriting than in TDs

Coordinated 

movements

Moderate
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Fuentes et al45 Cross- 

sectional

ASD (12): 

TDs (12)

Handwriting, PANESS Legibility, form, alignment, size, and spacing 

using the Minnesota Handwriting 

Assessment

People with ASDs demonstrated poorer 

overall performance, especially in the quality 

of forming letters. Higher PANESS scores did 
not predict poorer scores in handwriting than 

in TDs

Coordinated 

movements

Moderate

Glazebrook 
et al77

Cross- 
sectional

ASD (13): 
TDs (15)

Eye movements and/or 
manual reaching 

movements, either with or 

without vision

Eye and hand reaction time, movement 
time, and amplitude with eye and 

movement tracker

People with ASDs took longer to plan and 
execute manual reaching movements than 

TDs

Coordinated 
movements

High

David et al75 Cross- 

sectional

ASD (13): 

TDs (13)

Precision grip Grip to load force onset latency, grip force 

at onset of load force, peak grip force, time 

to peak grip force

People with ASDs displayed temporal 

discoordination between grip and load forces 

compared with TDs

Coordinated 

movements

Moderate

Esposito and 

Venuti74

Cross- 

sectional

ASD (16): 

TDs (16)

Walking Observation Scale 

on video-recorded walking

Foot, arm, and general movement People with ASDs exhibited (i) problems 

performing the heel-to-toe pattern, (ii) more 

asymmetric posture of the arm while walking, 
(iii) higher frequency of anomalies in general 

movement than TDs

Coordinated 

movements

Moderate

de Moraes 
et al76

Cross- 
sectional

ASD (50): 
TDs (50)

Motor learning in virtual 
and real situations

Timing errors, temporal interval between 
the visual stimulus and the end of the 

participant’s motor response

People with ASDs exhibited (i) more errors in 
practice in the virtual task and (ii) better 

performance in the subsequent practice in the 

real task than TDs

Coordinated 
movements

Moderate

Abbreviations: ADHD, attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder; ADL, activities of daily living; AMPS, Assessment of Motor and Process Skills; ASDs, autism spectrum disorders; BOT-2, Bruininks-Oseretsky Test of Motor Proficiency 
Second Edition; n, number of participants; PANESS, Physical and Neurological Examination for Soft Signs; QUIPS, Quality in Prognosis Studies; RCT, randomized controlled trial; SD, standard deviation; sEMG, surface electromyography; 
TDs, typically developed individuals; TGMD-2, Test of Gross Motor Development, Second Edition.
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PANESS
The revised PANESS is a screening tool for fine and gross motor function in children. The PANESS assesses gait, 
balance, aim, and the presence of “soft neurological signs.” Overflow movements from one body part to another during 
timed, rapid, repetitive motor tasks, and lack of persistence during stressed gait and oral motor tasks are classified as 
“soft neurological signs.”51

The literature search identified seven studies that used the PANESS in people with ADHD and two in people with 
ASDs. Seven studies evaluated motor skills in people with ADHD and TDs using the PANESS.51–57 Pan et al used 
a similar assessment tool for psychomotor development (Bruininks-Oseretsky Test of Motor Proficiency Second Edition 
[BOT-2]).58 The majority of these studies reported that PANESS total scores were significantly lower in the ADHD group 
than in the TD group. Since the results of the subtests were generally poorer in the ADHD group, disease-specific 
features could not be identified.

Fuentes et al compared motor skills between TDs and children44 or adolescents with ASDs45 using the PANESS and 
reported that PANESS total scores were significantly lower in the ASD group than in the TD group. Additionally, 
PANESS subtest scores for overflow movements, gait/balance, and timed movements were significantly lower in the 
ASD group than in the TD group.44,45

Other Coordinated Movements
Several other assessments have been employed to investigate coordinated movements in people with ADHD. Several 
studies examined gait under variable conditions.59–62 The results were varied, ranging from no difference compared with 
TDs to mild deficits under task conditions. Tasks related to finger tapping were used in some studies to assess rhythmic 
movement, accuracy, and synchronization.63–71 The results of finger tapping studies were also varied, ranging from no 
difference to mild deficits when compared with TDs. Ben-Pazi et al and Kalff et al reported rhythmic motor abnorm-
alities and inaccuracy in people with ADHD.63,66 Rubia et al reported abnormalities in synchronization, anticipation, and 
time discrimination in people with ADHD.67 In a study by Aase and Sagvolden, the grooved pegboard test was used in 
addition to finger tapping; however, no significant differences in test results were observed between children with ADHD 
and TDs.69 In contrast, Harvey et al found that people with ADHD were less skilled in all fine motor tests than TDs in the 
pegboard test.72 Slaats et al investigated tracking and pursuit tasks using the finger to assess motor fluency.71 The results 
indicated that people with ADHD had significantly poorer performance for motor fluency and a high level of movement 
flexibility than TDs.71

Vickers et al employed modified table tennis to examine the accuracy of gaze and motor behavior after visual 
stimulation in people with ADHD.73 Compared with the control group, the ADHD group demonstrated lower accuracy in 
the pre- and early-cues. In the pre-cue condition, the target to smash was indicated 2 s before the opponent’s starting 
serve. In the early-cue condition, the target was indicated 350 ms after the serve. The ADHD group exhibited a later 
onset of ball-tracking, lesser tracking time, and more frequent gazing toward and away from the ball and cue than the 
control group. When examining motor behavior, they found that the onset time and velocity of arm movements in the 
pre-cue condition were slower in the ADHD group than in the control group. These results suggest that the people with 
ADHD could process short duration information, but long duration information contributed to irregular movement 
control, which adversely impacted motor behavior.73 Pan et al conducted an RCT that included an ADHD training group, 
ADHD non-training groups, and TD group to evaluate the effects of an exercise intervention combined with a 12-week 
simulated developmental horse-riding program and fitness training in children with ADHD.58 The results of standardized 
tests of motor skill and physical fitness revealed significant improvements in motor proficiency, cardiovascular fitness, 
and flexibility in the ADHD training group after the 12-week intervention. These results suggest that evidence-based 
exercise interventions reduce the gap in motor skills and physical fitness levels between children with and without 
ADHD.58 Based on these findings, especially those of Vickers et al73 and Rubia et al,70 temporal–motor discoordination 
may be a specific deficit in physical abilities in people with ADHD.

Several other assessments have also been used to investigate coordinated movements in people with ASDs. Esposito 
and Venuti assessed independent walking gait in people with ASDs and TDs using the walking observation scale.74 
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Significant differences were observed in the results of the walking observation scale between children with ASDs and 
TDs.74 David et al compared the temporal coordination of precision grip between people with ASDs and TDs. They 
reported that grip-to-load force onset latencies and grip forces at the onset of load forces differed significantly between 
people with ASDs and TDs and that people with ASDs displayed temporal discoordination between grip and load 
forces.75 de Moraes et al compared the timing errors, ie, temporal interval between the visual stimulus and the end of 
participants’ motor response in people with ASDs and TDs in virtual and real situations. People with ASDs exhibited 
more errors in the virtual task and better performance in the real task than TDs.76

Glazebrook et al performed a comparative study of manual aiming movements in people with ASDs and TDs by 
investigating how people with ASDs used vision and proprioception to land successfully on one of two targets. People 
with ASDs took longer to plan and execute manual reaching movements and perform movements that required greater 
visual–proprioceptive integration.77 Rosales et al performed leg surface electromyography (sEMG) in individuals with 
ASDs and TDs.78 The study procedure was as follows: people with ASDs hung from a vertical bar, landed, and reacted to 
a light cue that signaled the child to run to the right or left or to stay in place. Notably, children with ASDs exhibited 
more frequent and longer bursts of muscle activation during pre-impact.78 Further, Borremans et al compared people with 
ASDs and TDs using the single-leg balance and plate-tapping tests and reported significantly poorer performance in 
people with ASDs than in TDs.79 Collectively, these results indicate that the integration or synchronization of separate 
movements may reflect deficits in physical abilities in people with ASDs.

Resistance-Type Sports
We found few studies regarding resistance-type sports in people with ADHD/ASDs, which reflected their sedentary 
lifestyle. In a study by Pan et al, children with ADHD and TDs were assessed using isometric push-up and curl-up tests. 
The performance of children in the ADHD group was significantly poorer than that of the TD group for both physical 
measurement items (isometric push-up test: 33.84 s vs 39.25 s; curl-up test: 4.51 vs 6.04).58 Dyck and Piek showed that 
gross motor skills including hand strength are weaker in individuals with ADHD than in TDs.65 Borremans et al 
investigated selected items of the European test of physical fitness in young adults with ASDs and TDs.79 For 
resistance-type physical performance, handgrip strength, sit-ups, and standing broad jumps were assessed. 
Performance on all items was significantly poorer in young adults with ASDs than in TDs.79 Overall, these results 
indicated that individuals with ASDs had poor strength and coordination and those with ADHD had poor strength in 
resistance-type sports.

Aerobic-Type Sports
We found few studies where aerobic-type sports were assessed in people with ADHD/ASDs and those reflected their 
sedentary lifestyle. A study on aerobic-type sports by Tantillo et al examined people with ADHD and TDs using 
metabolic and cardiorespiratory measures during aerobic exercise (treadmill exercise).80 Peak oxygen uptake was 
measured using an automated open-circuit spirometry system in addition to post-exercise measurements of heart rate 
and blood pressure. Peak oxygen uptake was lower in girls with ADHD than in TDs, but no other major differences were 
noted between the groups.80 Borremans et al investigated selected items of the European test of physical fitness in young 
adults with ASDs and TDs.79 For aerobic-type physical performance, a 5×10-m shuttle run, 2-km walking test, and heart 
rate at the end of the walking test were assessed. Performance on all items was significantly poorer in young adults with 
ASDs than in TDs.79 Overall, these results indicated that people with ADHD/ASDs performed poorly in aerobic-type 
sports.

Discussion
This systematic review analyzed motor function in people with ADHD and ASDs. The available evidence in the 
literature was summarized to establish the strength of the analysis of motor function in people with ADHD and ASDs. 
We found that physical ability studied in literature can be divided into three types, viz., coordinated movements, 
resistance-type exercises, and aerobic-type exercises. The majority of studies reported that the motor performance of 
people with ADHD/ASDs was poorer than that of TDs. Studies of resistance-type and aerobic-type sports were few and 
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appeared to reflect the sedentary lifestyle of people with ADHD/ASDs. Most studies of coordinated movements showed 
general deficits in movement in people with ADHD/ASDs. In some studies of coordinated movements, we identified 
potential features of motor function that were specific to ADHD/ASDs.

Our review identified studies about coordinated movement motor functional characteristics in people with ADHD/ 
ASDs among many kinds of studies on motor function. Studies using screening tools for motor symptoms, such as the 
PANESS, account for some part of our study. In many of these studies, motor functional characteristics were found to be 
significantly different between people with ADHD/ASDs and TDs. Therefore, only global deficits were found, and 
specific characteristics of people with ADHD/ASDs could not be delineated by these studies. Other studies employed 
simple movement tests such as driving performance, gait, and finger tapping. With these simple movement tests, studies 
could depict the accuracy or timing errors among people with ADHD/ASDs. However, detailed specific neurological 
deficits were not well studied. Several studies attempted to clarify characteristics in people with ADHD/ASDs using 
motion capture such as eye-tracking devices.43,53 Nevertheless, there is a paucity of studies using such approaches, and 
the sample sizes were small. Accordingly, future research employing these methods is warranted to clarify the specific 
motor functional characteristics of people with ADHD/ASDs.

In this review, apparent deficits in specific physical abilities, which were consistently reported across many studies, 
were not conclusively identified. Based on a few reports using random assessments, the current findings suggested the 
integration or synchronization of separate movements in people with ASDs and temporal discoordination of movements 
in people with ADHD. These deficits were associated with the core symptoms of ADHD/ASDs and may therefore reflect 
specific deficits in physical abilities in people with ADHD/ASDs. People with ADHD/ASDs exhibited poorer perfor-
mance in resistance- and aerobic-type sports than TDs. However, these results may have reflected inactivity or a lack of 
exercise in daily life and may not represent the characteristics of neurodevelopmental disorders. We did not include these 
deficits as specific characteristics of ADHD/ASDs. Indeed, previous studies that assessed and examined activities of daily 
living reported that people with ADHD/ASDs had significantly lower levels of physical activity and motor functioning 
than TDs,81–85 which is further supported by the findings of the current systematic review. Only part of the study by de 
Moraes et al76 showed better results by people with ASDs than TDs. The found that people with ASDs had more errors in 
the virtual task. However, they had better performance in the subsequent real task. Thus, people with ASDs might be 
better at transferring practice from a virtual to a real environment than TDs. At the very least, this result does not support 
baseline motor deficits of people with ASDs.

In this systematic review, we divided physical activity into three types: resistance-type, aerobic-type, and coordina-
tive. Resistance-type categorizes the physical ability which is measured by maximum strength. Aerobic-type categorizes 
the physical ability which is measured by endurance capacity. And coordinative categorizes the other physical ability 
which is skillful, accurate or complex type. Specific physical abilities of people with ADHD/ASDs were included under 
coordinative-type sports for the following reasons: The items for evaluating the motor component of voluntary move-
ments are classified into externally triggered and self-paced movements. The components of motion include reaction time 
to stimulus input, temporal accuracy such as spatial accuracy and timing of movement output, and complex movements 
including executive function.86–89 The latency from the presentation of an external stimulus to movement is measured by 
the reaction time. In a study that assessed the correlation between reaction time and regional cerebral blood flow during 
a simple response task in normal human participants, a significant increase in blood flow was observed in the anterior 
cingulate gyrus as the reaction speed increased in auditory, somatosensory, and visual sensory modalities.90 The anterior 
cingulate cortex communicates bidirectionally with the primary motor cortex, premotor cortex, and supplementary motor 
cortex. Further, blood flow in the anterior cingulate cortex is strongly correlated with that in the thalamus, a region 
associated with attention, arousal, and motivation.91

ADHD symptoms are underpinned by cognitive deficits in attention and executive functioning, which manifest due to 
prefrontal cortex dysfunction. A meta-analysis of imaging studies of executive functioning and timing tasks reported 
frontal–striatal, frontal–parietal, and frontal–cerebellar dysfunction in people with ADHD. The ventral striatum in people 
with ADHD is reportedly inactive during low reward in a monetary reward task.92 Moreover, resting-state functional 
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) revealed reduced functional connectivity in the default mode network, abnormal 
interactions between the frontoparietal and attention networks, and abnormalities in networks related to the reward 
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system.93 Based on the studies included in this review, especially those of Vickers et al73 and Rubia et al,70 temporal– 
motor discoordination may be a specific deficit in physical abilities in people with ADHD. Temporal–motor coordination 
is related to prefrontal cortex function.94 These findings indicate that ADHD is characterized by impaired prefrontal 
cortex functioning, which may lead to increased impulsive behavior and inability to control emotions and attention; 
impaired delayed gratification, which leads to impulsive behavior and prioritization of immediate rewards over future 
rewards; and impaired cerebellar functioning, which leads to symptoms such as impaired time intervals and timing.

In people with ASDs, visuospatial cognition is superior to verbal processing,95 and executive performance is lower 
than that in controls because of retention responses and adherence to regularity.91 In particular, the performance of people 
with Asperger’s syndrome is poorer in terms of non-verbal learning skills, such as fine and gross motor skills, compared 
to people with autism.96 Consistent with these findings, an fMRI study in people with ASDs revealed a right hemisphere- 
dominant decrease in superior temporal gyrus and inferior frontal gyrus activity and reduced bilateral middle temporal 
gyrus activity during language comprehension and speech compared with TDs.97 Another fMRI study reported that 
individuals with ASDs demonstrated stronger effects in the inferior parietal lobule and altered effects in the occipital 
lobe, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, cingulate cortex, and insula when watching or imitating the actions of others.98 These 
alterations in brain activity may reflect specific characteristics of motor function in people with ASDs.

In summary, characteristics of ADHD and ASDs, such as attentional and executive dysfunction and visual cognitive 
impairments, are likely to affect fine motor movements. In this review, 20 studies on ADHD and 11 studies on ASDs 
included fine motor movements, cognitive function, and motor components as outcomes. Furthermore, functional imaging 
studies have demonstrated that cerebral blood flow increases in the contralateral dorsal premotor cortex and superior 
parietal lobule during fine motor movements, which include elements such as selection, compared with that during gross 
motor movements.99 In light of these findings, future research should focus on fine motor and cognitive aspects, including 
attention, visuoperceptual function, and executive function tests, as assessment items for motor performance.

This systematic review has several limitations. First, this review focused only on literature in English. Given the lack 
of evidence, additional literature searches in other languages are warranted. Second, the measured outcomes and 
assessment tools used in the studies included herein were diverse, which precluded direct comparisons among studies 
using meta-analytical techniques. The assessment methods we reviewed have further problems. Driving and writing skills 
are assessments that require some cognitive functions (eg, attention, working memory) and so may not directly evaluate 
motor function. Third, many of the studies included in this review had small sample sizes, which were subject to bias. 
Since no sample size or power calculations were performed in any of the studies, several studies may have been 
underpowered, thereby obscuring the detection of relevant differences. Moreover, the sample sizes of the studies varied 
considerably. Additionally, the relationship between this review’s main questions and historically recognized disorders 
related to ADHD/ASDs is difficult to determine. Historically recognized disorders like DCD or deficits in attention, 
motor control and perception (DAMP) were disorders containing movement deficits related to ADHD/ASDs. We 
investigated the specific physical ability characteristics of people with ADHD/ASDs which can eventually become 
a biomarker. DCD and DAMP were disorders which were thought to exist be prevalent in people with ADHD/ASDs. But 
these are not the concepts of the tendency which affects the total ADHD/ASDs entity that interest us. However, they 
could have affected our results because of their high occurrence in ADHD/ASDs. Finally, significant heterogeneity in the 
study populations and inclusion and exclusion criteria was observed among studies, which prevented direct comparisons.

In conclusion, we systematically reviewed motor performance and functioning in people with ADHD/ASDs. We did not 
identify specific motor functional characteristics of people with ADHD/ASDs based on the available literature. The motor 
performance of people with ADHD/ASDs was generally poorer than that of TDs across multiple domains. While movement 
disorders such as DCD or DAMP do somewhat relationship in terms of concept with ADHD/ASDs, how to differentiate these 
conditions is still under debate since the diagnostic classification has not been fully established. Our findings suggest that the 
integration or synchronization of separate movements in people with ASDs and temporal discoordination of movements in 
people with ADHD may reflect specific deficits in physical abilities. These deficits in people with ASDs may reflect specific 
characteristics of motor function in this population. Regarding ADHD, because temporal-motor coordination is related to 
prefrontal cortex function, which is charactery impaired in ADHD, this finding is interesting in understanding physical ability 
of people with ADHD and might have a relationship with ADHD’s core symptoms like impulsiveness. Future studies should 
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further characterize motor functioning and performance in people with ADHD/ASDs to address these issues. Using objective 
assessments and apparatus, such as accelerometers, should facilitate more precise diagnosis and elucidate the pathophysiology 
of ADHD/ASDs.
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